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A version of p-adic perturbative Euclidean quantum field

theory is presented. It is based on the new type of propagator

which happens to be rather natural for p-adic space-time. Low-

order Feynian diagrams are explicitly calculated and typical

renormalization schemes are introduced: analytic, dimensional

and BPHZ renormalizaticns. The calculations show that in p-adic

Feynman integrals only logarithmical divergences appear.

Описана р-адическая пертурбативная евклидова квантовая тео-

рия поля. Она основана на чоном типе пропагатора, который оказы-

вается весьма естественным в р-адическоы пространстве-времени.

Явно вычислены диаграммы Фейнмана низших порядков и введены ти-

пичные перенормировочные схемы: аналитическая, размерная и БПХЦ-

перенормировки. Вычисления показывают, что в р-адических фейнма-

новских интегралах встречаются только логарифмические расходи-

мости.
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1. In a paper on superanalysis (1] Vladimirov and Volovich

proposed to construct field theories with the use of p-adic num-

bers [2,3]. In this approach the space-time is considered to be

p-adic rather than real and, therefore, its geometry turns out

to be non-Archimedean. (It is implied that the Archimedean axiom

is invalid up to distances of the Planck scale [4].) Since then

this idea was successfully applied in string theories (see,

e.g., [5]) and in quantum mechanics (see, e.g., [6]). There were

attempts to apply it in quantum field theory. For example, in

ref. [7] a p-adic one-dimensional o-model was considered.

The purpose of this paper is to present a version of p-adic

perturbative Euclidean quantum field theory. This version is

based on the new type of propagator which happens to be rather

natural in the p-adic world. To be specific we shall deal with

diagrams of p-adic • -theory in four dimensions. However, the

treatment is quite general and can be applied to any theory. We

shall explicitly calculate low-order Feynman diagrams and intro-

duce typical renormalization schemes: analytic, dimensional and

BPHZ renormalizations. These simple examples will show that in

p-adic Feynman integrals there are only logarithmic divergences.
л

For Ф.-theory, this means that there is no wave-function renor-

aalization and mass renormalization.

In the next Section necessary basic definitions of p-adic

mathematics are listed. In Sect.3 the propagator is described

both in momentum and position space. In Sect.4 the simplest low-

order Feynman integrals are calculated and typical renormaliza-

tion schemes are described. Finally, Section 5 contains a brief

discussion of the obtained results.

2. Let Q be the field of rational numbers, and p be a fixed

prime number. Any x€Q can be represented as x=p m/n with integer

f, and integers m and л not divisible by p. By definition [2]

the p-adic norm is Ixl =p . (A remarkable theorem due to Ost-

rowski states that there are only two possible norms on <?: Ixl

and the absolute value Ixl.) The completion of Q in respect to

the p-adic norm gives the field of p-adic numbers Q . Any x€Q

can be represented as x=p > a .p with «. integers, O£a.<p,

i=0



To define the Fourier transformation the 'p-adic exponent*

vt
1
 i

X(x)=exp(2*i{x}) ia used [2,3,8]. Here {x}=p ) ê .p is non-

i=0

integer part of a p-adic number. The integration of functions

from H to С is presented in [3,8]. Furthermore, in [8] the

space of distributions in the p-adic case is described. For

example, the distributions Ixl , 5{x) are defined. The corres-

Г V —X— 1

ponding Fourier transforms are I I JC( x(qx)dx - Г(Х+1)|д| ,

P 1 Г»

b(x)%{gx)dx = I where Г(Х), =
 x
~
p
 . is the p-adic Г-function

[2,3,8]. The n-dimensional p-adic space tf" is defined with the

norm Ixl = max (Ix.l ), х=(х,,...,х K w . The corresponding
p
 liiin

 J p 1 n P

Fourier transforn is defined with the exponent

3. Feynman rules of a perturbative diagrammatic technique

are determined by a suitable choice of a propagator which is

inserted into the functional integral. A priori there, is no

unique choice in the p-adic сазе. These are possible versions of

the scalar propagator:

U )

Here ^вр» 9 2* J. 9 i ' iq>mlp ~ a a x * ' q i p* 1я*р^' < F o r o n e ~
i

dimensional case of quantum mechanics the second, the third and

the fourth propagators coincide; it is this version that is

applied in refa. {в}.) Note that only the first and the second

of them posses* Bttelidean invarianc» which, however, mar be non-

essential in the p-adic world. On the other hand, only in the

first and the fiftb vmrmionm the mass m and the momentum q enter

on the same footing {as in the standard propagator l/(q + * ) of

the real space-time).

It is the fifth version of the propagator that happens to

be the most 'p-adic' in its character. Moreover, if one consi-



ders the mass as the (n+l)-st component of the momentum then the

propagator's denominator looks like the square of the p-adic

norm in Q
n

just as in the real space-time where q *m is

nothing but the square of the Euclidean norm of the vector

(q.,... , q ,B>eR
n
 . Thus, it seen quite natural to choose the

fifth version of the propagator

Diq,*) =
1<Ь«Г

(2)

To calculate low-order diagrams it is necessary to compute

its Fourier transform. Let us now consider the analytically

regularized version l<j,*l ,

dimensional case equals

The Fourier transform in one-

\q,m\
p
%(xq)dq =

9
P

и(шг)

Here u(x) = l for Ixl si, and u(x)=O otherwise. To prove

formula it euffices to decompose the integral in (3) as

this

Igl . _
t- f P P

and apply t h e fo l lowing e q u a l i t i e s [ 8 ] :

X(xq)dq =

ft,, - 1 .
P (1-P ) .

0,

By induction in respect to the number of space-time dimen-

sions one can prove the following result for л>1:

J \q,m\
X

p
 X(xg)dq = Г^Х+п)

D
 - I pml*

n

(4)

is the л-dimensional Г-function which has

1-P

poles at

possible to

X =2nki/lnp, and zeros at X, =n+2»fri/lnp (it is

represent i t through onr>-dimensional Г-function:



Гп(Х+п> = ( - 1 ) п " 1 р " ( п " 1 Д " ( л " 1 ) л / 2 Г ( > . + 1 ) . . . Г ( Х + п ) ) . In t h e

m a s s l e s s c a s e we have

Ы~ Х ~ П . (5)

For example, for \=~2 and л=4 we obtain D(x,m) =

Г Г 1 —2 2 l

D(q,m) x(xq)dq = u( JBX) „ -p lal and, in the nassless
4x1 "

P

case, D(x) = „ .
Ы Р

Ordinary properties of convolution of distributions are

valid in the p-adic case as well [8J. Hence,

j j
 п

 (6)

with В (а,Э) = Г (а+п)Г (р+л)/Г (сх+Э+2я). It should be noted
л л л л

that the above equalities (-З)-(б) are understood in the distri-

butional sense in Q
n
. First, they are valid in certain initial

domains of analytical parameters a,p,X. and, for other values,

the analytical extension is implied. Thus, the distribution Iql

is a meromorphic function of >. with poles at X -2nki/lnp-a. For

instance,

6lg) + 0 ( ! )
-

4. Let us calculate the simplest one-loop diagram (see

Fig.la) in the framework of the analytic regularization [9] when
9 + X

D{q,m) i s r e p l a c e d by D(q,m;\) = l/iq,m\ , X"0. A p p l y i n g f o r -

mula ( 4 ) one can g e t

\q,m\a*\q,m\fS = В ( а , Э ) 1 < г , ш 1 в + Р + П - Г (а+л) I Р т 1 в + л 1 q, m\P -
р р п р л р р

- Г
п
(Э+л)!рш1

Э+л
1д,а11

а
 . (7)

То be specific let us deal with four-dimensional p-adic space-

time. The analytically regularized Feynman integral



1«,лГ
2
~

Х
*1д,л»Г

2
~

Х
 = J d

4
k

,2+X

4
 p

p

corresponding to graph la is, therefore, equal to

»l - 2Г.(2-Х)|ряГ "Ig.el ' *\ (8)
± t p 4 p p

In the massless case the second term in the right-hand side

should be dropped.

Let us now use eg. (7) with <х=Э=2 and n^4. As in the real

space-time the dimensional regularization [10] is introduced by

putting n"d=4-2e with e a complex parameter. Thus, the diaensio-

nally regularized Feynman integral for the graph le is

Now we observe that the simplest one-loop Feynman integral

has an ultraviolet divergence, just as in the real space-time .

In fact, the regularizations can not be reaoved since there is a

pole at X=0 (or e=0) - see eqs. (8), (9). In other words, the

Feynman integral diverges in the region of large momenta к (of

course, in the p-adic sense, i.e. for Iki —•»).

To remove the UV-divergence it is possible to apply a re-

1-p"
4
 ~1

normalization procedure. Subtracting the pole part —g4-—X in

(8) we have the analytically renormalized Feynman integral

**%(*,«) = -<l-p~
4
)log

p
l<,,inl

p
 +2p"

2
+p"

4
-2p"

2
lml

p
/lg,ml

p
. (10)

Subtracting the pole part in (9) gives the dimensionally renor-

malized Feynman integral

/J
DR

J
F

r
(

giB
i)=-(l-p"

4
)log

p
lq,i

D
l

p
 +|+2р"

2
-|

Р
~

4
-2р"

2
1ш1

2
/1д,а1

р
. (11)

We can define BPHZ subtractions [11] as well:

1 «BPHZ ) = J d 4 A _ ^
% \ \ к , т \ дк,т k,mlJ
•••- Q * P P

i P
* Using eq. (10) and the value of the Feynman integral for massive



tadpole I \q,m\ dx - -Г (X+n) I pel n one can calculate the

BPHZ-renormal ized Feyrtaan integral

- | + 2p~2 + i p " 4 - 2p~Z\m\2

[/\q,m\2

p. (13)

As in the real space-time all these renormalizations differ

only by finite counterterms which do not depend on the momentum.

Furthermore, the BPHZ-renormalized Feynman integral (13) is not

finite for m—Ю because, in the massless case, the second term

in the right-hand side in (12) becomes IR-divergent.

Let us now consider the simplest two-loop graph - see

Fig.lb. Using the formula (7) we see that in the maasless case

the corresponding Feynman integral is finite:

FT(q) = - p " 2 d + P ~ 2 + p " 4 ) l « l p ( 1 4 )

and, thus, the renormalization is not necessary. Similar calcu-

lations for â O show that the corresponding Feynman integral

has not overall UV-divergence since after inserting counterterms

for subgraphs the Feynman integral FT F^{q,m;X) , with Я* = 1 +

4(1,2) + 4(2,3) + 4(3,1), becomes finite at X—»0. (As in the

real case, any counterterm operation 4(j) for 7=(1,2),...

1-p"
4
 -1

inserts counterterm
 z
-

l

=
~oi—* ^

o r
 ^raph la into the Feynman

integral corresponding to the reduced graph Г/f. )

Note that it is easy to calculate a large set of diagrams

which become 'recursively one-loop' due to successive applica-

tion of the convolution formula (7). Such calculations also show

that only logarithmic UV-divergences appear, and that there is

no quadratic divergences. Therefore, this property is rather na-

tural to hold for arbitrary graphs.

5. One of the important problems to solve in the p-adic re-

normalization theory is to prove the Bogoliubov-Parasiuk theorem

for subtraction schemes described above. It states that any re-

normalized Feynman integral RF
r
(q.,...,q ) is finite [11,12].

The Д-operation R is represented as } й(У) where the sum is over



sets T={y /
n
) of disjoint one-particle-irreducible sub-

graphs. If the conjecture of the end of Sect.4 is true then it

suffices to sum over logarithmically divergent subgraphs.

It i» also interesting to define renormalization group

transforaations and compute relevant RG-functions. Note that

according to the above conjecture there is no wave-function re-
4

normalization and mass renormalization in the p-adic Ф^-theory.

Another natural problem ia to analyze UV- and IR-propertiea of

analytically regularized p-adic Feynman amplitudes regarded as

distributions. For instance, the following theorem valid for

Feynraan amplitudes of the real space-time [13] is probable to

hold for the p-adic case as well: for any graph without deta-

chable subgraphs there exists a domain of regularizing parame-

ters X. , . . . ,X,eiT where the corresponding Feynman integral is

both UV- and IR-convergent (this is a generalization of Speer's

theorem for Feynman integrals at non-exceptional momenta [14]).

It is difficult to generalize the described version of the

perturbation theory for pseudo-Euclidean space-time. Perhaps, to

achieve a p-adic quantum field theory in this case it is neces-

sary to use the first or the second version of propagators in

(1). However on* is forced to deal with the singularity of the

2 2

propagator at <j +m =0 (the sum may be equal to zero for non-zero

q and m [2] )• Furthermore, it ia very difficult to 'live' with

any of the first four propagators in (1), since their Fourier

transforms are very cumbersome even in one-dimensional case -

зее, rftfe. [6] where propagator number three was used for quan-

tum mechanic».

We «ее that our choice of propagator turns out to be natu-

ral from the calculational point of view as well . Any Feynman

diagram computable in the real case ia likely to be computable

within the p-aciic diagrammatic technique. Moreover non-zero mas-

ses do not lead to essential computational difficulties.
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Fig . l . Low-order diagrams.
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